Marketing Department:
The Marketing department is the voice of the organization! Whether it’s through the website, our social media channels, printed materials on display or even through our relationships with likeminded organizations, we try to tell the story of who we are and raise awareness about all of our programs to the public.

Street Support Team:
The Street Team is responsible for going out to popular foot traffic areas in Vancouver to hand out VIFF program guides and promote VIFF through interaction with the public.  
This role is good for someone who:

- Has customer service skills and an outgoing personality.  
- Is able to walk medium distances from the main office of VIFF (1181 Seymour Street) to various high pedestrian traffic areas in downtown Vancouver with bundles of programs  
- Is able to stand for extended periods outdoors  
- Can engage with the public, hand out free-tickets, assist with outdoor promotions, have fun and spread the word and excitement for VIFF!  
- Is comfortable speaking with general public and working in a team.  
- Owns a smartphone and is comfortable taking pictures and emailing them on shift  
- Owns a backpack, bag with wheels or trolley to carry bundles of programs

Photography Team:
Reporting to both the Marketing and the Partnerships Managers, the Photography Team is responsible for procuring and managing VIFF’s photo needs. This team also ensures proper coverage of all sponsored assets with a focus on branding, logos, and sponsor activations at Partnerships events.  
This role is good for someone who:

- Has access to a DSLR  
- Can provide examples of their work (please email to volunteer@viff.org)  
- Has experience in event photography  
- Has access to editing software  
- Is able to work independently in a fast-paced environment  
- Can provide edited photos of an event within a 24 hour time-frame.

Expected date for mandatory orientation for Street Support Volunteers: Wednesday, September 20th, 2023

Expected date for mandatory orientation for Photography Volunteers: Monday, September 18th, 2023

How to Apply: Please visit [https://viff.org/volunteer](https://viff.org/volunteer) and click the ‘Apply Now’ button